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First Name Last Name Email Barcard Rule Comments
Robert Schuwerk 17855300 1 02 and 1.16 The referenced proposed amendments raise several problems. The first is that the 

protections afforded clients by deleted paragraph (g) are not carried forward in new Rule 
1.16. The second is that only the first paragraph of new Rule 1.16 is a rule. Paragraphs (b) 
and (c) of that proposed Rule would be better included as comments. The third is that 
removing whatever protections are to be extended to clients under some form of disability 
from Rule 1.02 is somewhat questionable, as many other such protections for all clients 
are included there. I would recommend (I) restoring paragraph 1.02(g); (ii) adding 
proposed Rule 1.16(a) to Rule 1.02 as a new paragraph (h); and (iii) retaining proposed 
new Rules 1.16(b) and (c) as comments to amended Rule 1.02.

Brooke Allen 24035988 1 02, 1.05, and 1.16 Committee, I am a probate judge in Tarrant County. I deal with parties where diminished 
capacity is at issue probably more than any other type of court. I believe deleting (g) of 
1.02 and adding 1.16 is an absolutely necessary change. This provides due process for 
those people who may or may NOT be incapacitated instead of forcing the exact person 
they are trusting to "turn" on them and break the attorney-client privilege. However, it 
still allows attorneys to make the decision if they believe their client needs additional 
protection (while only allowing necessary client information to be disclosed). It is my hope 
this passes. All people deserve due process and effective representation and these changes 
are much more in line with such fundamental rights. Should you have questions for me, 
my cell is  and the Court number is 817.884.1415. Thank you, Brooke Allen

Sanjay Chadha 795287 1.16 I support the deletion of 1.02(g) as it eliminates the threat to the basis tenants of attorney 
client relation ship, "confidentiality" and "attorney client privilege". It also relieves the 
lawyers from assuming a health professional role. Lawyers are not qualified to make those 
assessments, but much more import. For same reason, I am concerned about some of the 
language in proposed addition of Rule 1.16. Particularly, 1.16(b) should add an "and" 
instead of comma in the first sentence, as we don't need lawyers taking actions that other 
people cannot undo without significant cost and penalty occurring to client, based simply 
on a belief of diminished capacity and no imminent threat of harm. It also needs some 
qualifier on requiring disclosure of such action to client before taking the action.
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First Name Last Name Email Barcard Rule Comments
Erin Hartung 24090237 1 02 and 1.16 I am concerned with the proposed rule change to alter the requirement for an attorney to obtain a GAL for 

clients of diminished capacity to a permissive ability of the attorney to obtain the GAL. I am concerned 
because if the client's attorney is not required to secure a GAL when one is needed, then who will? Who will 
know that the client needs a GAL and how to secure one? It certainly is not right to expect a client of 
diminished legal capacity to make that analysis and determination. And, placing that burden on other 
individuals within the client's circle does not guarantee that all clients who need a GAL will receive one. The 
attorney is in the best position to know when a client is in need of a GAL. If an attorney wishes to engage a 
client who has diminished legal capacity, the attorney should be required as part of their ethical duties to 
ensure that the client is equipped with full legal representation, including representation of a GAL. This onus 
should be placed on no one but the attorney, and the onus will, as a practical matter, be placed elsewhere 
unless the duty remains on attorneys representing clients of diminished capacity. For this reason, I object to 
the proposed changes to Rules 1 02 and 1.16.

Frederick Moss 14583400 1.16 As a former member of the State Bar s Committee on the Rules of Ethics, I was pleased to see that the new 
Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda proposes Rule changes to clarify a lawyer s ethical duties 
relative to clients with diminished capacity. The proposed rule was drafted by the Rules Committee I was on. 
I feel that the Texas Bar has undermined the chances that the proposal will pass in a referendum. Texas 
lawyers do not have access to the rationale for the changes. They need to know why the current rules are 
(woefully) inadequate and the reasons for the particular proposed language. An open meeting in Austin is 
simply not sufficient. The Bar, the CDRR, or the TBJ should publish links to both the former Rules 
Committee s report supporting the changes and the proposed comments to Rule 1.16. Without this 
information, Texas lawyers are likely to vote against change when they don t understand the need for it. All 
Texas lawyers who represent individual clients need these changes to be adopted.

Steve Waldman 20679550 1.16 The proposed rule is not sufficiently tailored to protect both the lawyer and the client from a determination 
of diminished capacity made on the basis of insufficient evidence. Unless a lawyer has professional training 
to make an assessment of diminished capacity, s/he is unable to make the judgment set out in (a), "When a 
client's capacity to make adequately considered decisions...is diminished...because of...mental 
impairment...," or to formulate the "reasonable believes" determination required in (b), "...that the client has 
diminished capacity..." Imposing such requirement upon a lawyer may lead a lawyer to exceed the scope of 
his professional training and unduly infringe upon the rights of his client. This may also lead to liability for 
the lawyer, for either the exercise or non-exercise of the obligation inherently created by this new rule. The 
absence of any guiding standard in (a), and the use of the "reasonably believes" standard in (b) are 
inappropriately vague and impermissibly untethered to a objective criteria and competent, professional 
guidance. Further, the phrase "as far as reasonably possible" in (a) is vague, and thus impossible to satisfy. 
Paragraph (a) should be rewritten to state as follows: (a) When a lawyer has objective evidence that a client's 
capacity to make adequately considered decisions in connection with a representation is diminished, 
whether because of minority, mental impairment, or for another reason, the lawyer shall take reasonable 
steps to act in the best interests of the client. In making a determination that a client's capacity is 
diminished due to mental impairment, a lawyer shall rely on professionals who are competent to assess 
mental impairment. (b) When the lawyer has competent evidence that the client has diminished 
capacity...(remainder the same) (c) When acting in furtherance of (a) or (b), the lawyer may 
disclose.. (remainder the same)

Julie Balovich 24036182 1.16 Rule 1.16(b) is overbroad. It could be ok with more limiting language. It does not define diminished capacity. 
If diminished capacity is intended to be defined by 1.16(a), it allows anything to be a factor in diminished 
capacity. Rule 1.16(b) does not require the lawyer to consider the client's wishes in assessing the client's 
interests. The rule a written does not appear to require the attorney to heed any particular caution with 
respect to a client's protected health information.
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Richard LaVallo 11998650 1.16 Dear Members of the Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR): On behalf of Disability Rights Texas, the protection and advocacy system for 

Texans with disabilities, I am submitting comments concerning Proposed Rule 1.16. Proposed Rule 1.16 is an improvement over current Rule 1.02(g) 
because it proposes taking action other than the appointment of a guardian or a legal representative for a client when an attorney believes that a client 
lacks legal competence. It is our recommendation that the CDRR incorporate the new alternatives to guardianship in subsection (b) of the Proposed Rule 
1.16. In 2015, the Texas Legislature reformed the Estates Code by requiring probate courts to consider alternatives to guardianship and supports and 
services before creating a guardianship. In Tex. Est. Code §§ 1002.0015 and 1357.001 et seq., the Legislature not only identified the alternatives to 
guardianship, but also created supported decision making agreements as a new alternative to guardianship. Since guardianship is a drastic remedy that 
removes an individual s right to make decisions on his or her own behalf, alternatives to guardianship including supported decision making are now 
mandated to avoid the necessity of creating a guardianship and maximizing the self-reliance and independence of the person at risk of being placed under 
a guardianship. Tex. Est. Code § 1001.001(b). Alternatives to guardianship and supported decision making can also be utilized to minimize the risk of 
physical, financial or other harm that a client may be exposed to. We would propose that the following alternatives to guardianship be specifically included 
in the list of action that could be taken to protect a client: medical power of attorney, durable power of attorney, representative payee, management trust, 
special needs trust and supported decision making agreement. Subsection (b) also states that an attorney could submit a letter to the court to initiate a 
guardianship. The Estate Code clearly states that a court may only appoint either a guardian with either full or limited authority over an person “only as 
necessary to promote and protect the well-being” of the person. Tex. Est. Code § 1001.001(a). If the probate court finds that a person lacks the capacity to 
do some, but not all, of the tasks necessary to care for himself or herself or to manage his or her property with or without supports and services, the court 
may create a limited guardianship. An attorney s concerns about his or her client s diminished capacity would typically arise in the context of representing 
a client in a particular matter. Therefore, even if a guardianship is required, the attorney should submit an information letter to initiate a limited 
guardianship that is specifically focused on the matters germane to the attorney s representation, rather than requesting a full guardianship that could 
potentially remove all of the client s rights. Finally, subsection (b) should be revised to include “next friends”. Under Tex. R. Civ. P. 44, a minor or an adult 
with diminished capacity who does not have a legal guardian may be represented by a “next friend.” If an attorney does not believe that his or her client 
has the capacity to make decisions that are necessary to initiate or proceed with litigation, the client could be represented by a “next friend.  This would 
enable an attorney to continue to represent a client with diminished capacity without the necessity of seeking a guardianship or taking any other 
protective measure. We appreciate the opportunity to provide comment to this important Rule. Richard LaVallo Legal Director Disability Rights Texas 2222 
W. Braker Ln. Austin, TX 78758  d 512.454.4816 p 512.454.3999  This message and any attachments may contain 
information that is confidential, an attorney-client communication, and/or attorney work product. If you are not identified as a recipient on this message 
or otherwise believe you have received this message and any attachments in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete all copies of these 
materials. Thank you. 
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  HILARY SHEARD
Attorney-at-Law

7421 Burnet Road # 300-512
Austin, TX 78757

Phone: (512) 524 1371 • Fax: (512) 646 7067

October 23, 2018

State Bar of Texas
Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referrals
1414 Colorado Street, Suite 500
Austin, TX 78701

Dear Committee Members:

I am writing with some comments concerning proposed rule changes,
particularly those concerning Texas Disciplinary Rule of Professional Conduct  1.16,
concerning clients with “diminished capacity.”   I am an attorney whose practice is
devoted entirely to criminal appeals and habeas corpus work, primarily in death
penalty cases.  Death penalty cases almost always involve some exploration of the
client’s mental health, and issues of competency, sanity and the use of mental health
problems as mitigating evidence at sentencing are common in the work I do.   In
addition to my legal practice, I am also a board member and treasurer of “Capacity for
Justice,”  http://www.capacityforjustice.org/, a non-profit that provides cross-training
for lawyers and for mental health experts who wish to conduct competency and sanity
evaluations in criminal proceedings.

Generally, I am glad to see some attempt to improve this rule - the existing
guidance is so vague that it is of little practical help.  So, thank you all for your efforts
in this area.

No Definition of “Diminished Capacity”

The term “diminished capacity” is not defined.  A definition would be helpful,
not least because of the existing use of the term “diminished capacity” for the purpose
of Texas criminal law.  See Jackson v. State, 160 S.W.3d 568 (Tex. Crim. App. 2005)
and Ruffin v. State, 270 S.W.3d 586, 596-97 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008).  Clarification
of what individuals the rule is intended to protect seems to be necessary.
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Disclosure of Otherwise Confidential Information

It is good to see subsection (c), allowing for the disclosure of otherwise
confidential information in appropriate circumstances.  As the Supreme Court of the
United States has acknowledged, in Medina v. California, 505 U.S. 437, 451 (1992) 
“defense counsel will often have the best-informed view of the defendant's ability to
participate in his defense,” but at the moment, there is frequent debate among defense
attorneys about what it is permissible to disclose, and in what circumstances, when
representing an impaired client.   It will be helpful if there is now a safe harbor for
counsel who feel it is in their client’s interest to disclose otherwise privileged
communications, especially given the strict privilege rule binding on criminal counsel
under TEX. R. EVID. 505(b)(2).  

Protective Action

It would be helpful if the rule – or a comment to the rule–clarified that
“protective action” can include conducting proceedings ex parte and/or in chambers,
with any transcripts, pleadings or orders being placed under seal.  Also, if there was
a suggestion that counsel could seek a protective order to limit the disclosure of
otherwise privileged material, to ensure that it is not used against the client at a later
date for some other purpose.    Bluntly, I know from discussion with other attorneys,
and from cases that I have worked on, that many criminal practitioners do not think
to request such measures, or do not even know that a protective order can be
requested.  Some “prompting” about specific appropriate actions would help to ensure
that clients’ interests are in fact protected.   For this reason, it seems that Rule 1.02 (g),
with its suggestion that appointment of a guardian might be requested could usefully
be retained rather than eliminated, or the guardianship language incorporated into
Rule 1.16. 

Mentally-ill Clients Seeking to Discharge Counsel

What happens when a mentally-ill client seeks to dismiss counsel?  This is an
area where I think there is a real need for some ethical guidance, especially for
appointed counsel in criminal cases. 

In Indiana v. Edwards, 554 U.S. 164, 177-8 (2008), the United States Supreme
Court addressed the question whether the federal Constitution requires a state trial
judge to allow a mentally ill defendant, upon request, to proceed pro se at trial.
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    Edwards held that the Constitution does not forbid States from insisting upon
representation by counsel for those competent enough to stand trial but who suffer
from “severe mental illness” to the point where they are not competent to conduct trial
proceedings by themselves. Id. The Edwards court concluded “that the Constitution
permits judges to take realistic account of the particular defendant’s mental capacities
by asking whether a defendant who seeks to conduct his own defense at trial is
mentally competent to do so,” and therefore “the Constitution permits States to insist
upon representation by counsel for those competent enough to stand trial under [the
Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960) standard] but who still suffer from
severe mental illness to the point where they are not competent to conduct trial
proceedings by themselves.”  Edwards, 554 U.S. at 177-178.

In criminal cases a mentally competent client can generally discharge appointed
counsel and represent him or herself, since that is a right guaranteed by the Sixth
Amendment to the United States Constitution.  Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806
(1975).  Since Edwards, however, it is clear that when clients are sufficiently mentally
ill, they may have counsel forced upon them, rather than being permitted to represent
themselves.  

It is a sad fact that appointed counsel sometimes resist being discharged by their
clients -- the financial incentives for counsel to stay on a case are obvious, and
indigent defendants have to seek the cooperation of the courts if they want to have
substitute counsel appointed.   Many judges suspect clients facing criminal charges
of “gaming the system” and are reluctant to permit substitution.  And many counsel
do not believe they have an obligation to have the question of discharge and
alternative representation decided by the judge.  The client's wishes and their
(sometimes meritorious) reasons for wanting to discharge counsel may therefore go
unheard.  

Even when the issue of dissatisfaction with counsel is aired, many clients are
inhibited about talking about their case and counsel in a public courtroom, and few
judges think to move the proceedings into chambers, or to assure the client by proving
other protective measures.  Not to mention that some clients may have genuine
concerns about their attorneys, but lack the vocabulary or legal knowledge to define
why their lack of confidence in counsel is justified.  I have frequently seen situations
where clients sought to have counsel removed from their case, but where the courts
have not been responsive or understanding of the client’s limitations.  For example,
I once watched a judge asking a defendant for some concrete examples of why the
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client thought the lawyer’s performance was deficient.  The defendant simply did not
understand the word “concrete” other than in reference to building materials, and it
took some time–and much embarrassment–for the defendant to admit he did not
understand the question.

There are also, sadly, some scenarios where counsel cling on to a case despite
the client’s repeated protests, and the client and attorney end up in an almost
adversarial relationship.   For example, I have seen a case where counsel and their
unquestionably mentally ill client were in constant–and often public– conflict with
each other throughout the proceedings.   Counsel claimed the client was competent to
stand trial, but staunchly opposed their client being permitted to discharge “his”
attorneys, claiming he lacked capacity to do so under Edwards.  The client tried to
represent his own interests at a hearing to determine whether he should be permitted
to represent himself, where his attorneys were stating on the record that they thought
he was not fit to represent himself, and were opposing his wishes.  Thus, the hearing
became one at which the client received no actual assistance in litigating the question
of whether he was competent to stand trial per se, and his request to represent himself
was thwarted by those wishing to continue to represent him.  He was ultimately forced
to go to trial with counsel with whom he largely refused to communicate. The
continuing conflict between counsel and their mentally ill, vocal, and very unhappy
client tainted the subsequent trial in various ways.

I have also represented a client who had previously had appointed counsel who
literally refused to remove himself from the case, and actually wrote the client a letter
stating “you cannot fire me inasmuch as you did not hire me.  I am your counsel of
record until I am relieved of that responsibility by the court.  I will let you know when
that occurs.”  The attorney in question never asked the court in question for a hearing,
or attempted to be relieved from the client’s representation.  The same attorney
advised the judge in question that the client’s letters to the judge should be
disregarded because they infringed the rule against hybrid representation.  

Particularly in the context of the mentally-ill client, it seems to me that it would
be desirable if the rules (or comments thereto) could address the situation where
appointed counsel–who may or may not be guided by what s/he believes to be the
client’s best interests–opposes the client’s request to discharge them.  For example,
the discharge of counsel rule, Rule 1.15(a)(3), could be toughened up, by imposing
a clear requirement that counsel must inform the court of the situation and ask for a
hearing, and perhaps by mandating that currently appointed counsel request the
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appointment of separate counsel appointed to independently advise the client–
especially a mentally-ill client–and to represent the client’s wishes, and/or to act as
quasi-amicus counsel whose role is to ensure that the court is apprized of all available
information in making its decision.   Since Texas criminal law places the burden on
the client to ask for a hearing and to demonstrate why a request for substitution of new
counsel is justified, Hill v. State, 686 S.W.2d 184, 185-87 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985), it
seems harsh not to provide the client, especially the mentally-ill client, with some
support in making that showing.  

I trust that these observations are of some use to the committee, and would be
glad to provide any further information or input if requested.

With all good wishes,
Sincerely,

Hilary Sheard.
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda 

Rule 1.02. Scope and Objectives of Representation 
Rule 1.05 Confidentiality of Information 
Rule 1.16 Clients with Diminished Capacity 

Public Hearing – Comment Excerpts 

The Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR) was created by Government Code section 
81.0872 and is responsible for overseeing the initial process for proposing a disciplinary rule. Provided 
below are comment excerpts from the public hearing held on October 10, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. at the 
Texas Law Center. 

First Name Last Name Comments
Bob Schuwerk Um, my question is, really about the 102 and 116 change. Um, the- the rule 1.16 as I 

read it, uh, it requires nothing of lawyers. 
I mean, it- it vests complete discretion to do or not to do, in various things. And, so I- I 
kinda wonder why it isn't a comment. Uh, rather than a rule. I didn't- for years we 
more or less, with very rare exceptions, follow the- the idea that, if we weren't willing 
to tell lawyers they had to do something or they could not do something, it did- it 
wasn't a rule, but rather it was a comment.
Um, course, if you eliminate paragraph G, it would- there's nothing for it to be a 
comment too. Because there's nothing left anywhere in the rules that talks about the 
particular issues that are addressed in rule 1.16. So I was just curious as to whether 
this a one and done, that was seen as a special need to give lawyers more guidance in 
this area, so we're gonna break the general rule of, the rules actually imposing 
obligations, or, on lawyers, or whether this is a more general change in philosophy in 
rule drafting.
Yeah, so, it looks- maybe I read it too hastily-
But as I read rule 1.16 It offers lawyers suggestions on how they might wish to 
proceed. Gives them the freedom to proceed. Um, but does not tell them to do 
anything. Uh, and- and my concern with things like that is that, if nothing forbade a 
lawyer to do those things, until now, rule 1.16 is not necessary as aa disciplinary rule.

I- I have no quarrel by the way, with the substance of rule 1.16, I mean, I- I'm not
saying that those suggestions to lawyers are misguided or inappropriate at all, it's just
that they don't seem to me to be rule material.
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First Name Last Name Comments
Holly Taylor Hi, my names Holly Taylor, I'm the rules attorney for the court of criminal appeals. 

And I mainly just have a few questions.
So, my first question is, are there any people who are criminal law practitioners on 
your committee?
Okay. And is the term diminished capacity defined in the rules anywhere?
That- That's something that has some concern to us. There are very specific, uh, 
criminal law statutes. I haven't had that much time to look at it to be honest, I saw this 
posting yesterday, so [laughter]. Um. I- There are very specific criminal law statutes 
having to do with what a, uh, criminal defense attorney needs to do, when they have, 
and what a judge needs to do when they have concerns about the capacity of- of the 
attorney's client. And so, I- I just, I'm just wondering whether the committee has 
considered, uh, the interaction between those code of criminal procedures statutes 
and this rule, the new rule proposed.
Sure. I guess- The thing that caught our eye was 1.16, sub-section C
Which, uh, when taking protective action pursuant to subsection B, the lawyer may 
disclose the client's confidential information to the extent the lawyer resonabl- l- 
reasonably believes is necessary to protect the client's interest. We just had some 
concerns 'cause it seems like some pretty broad language, especially given that the 
term "diminish capacity" is not defined. Uh ...
W- well, but, um, under the comments th- I- I- it makes it ... Again, as professor 
[Schuwerk 00:24:32] were saying, there's lost of comments say, "No, your, your duty is 
to, a- as little as possible to accomplish that task and protect the client." You don't go 
back 20 years, you don't say that, you know ... You have to judge the minimal 
information that would allow you to comply with this, so I'm sorry that all the rules 
aren't, uh, all- aren't available. All the comments aren't. 
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First Name Last Name Comments
Charles Herring And uh ... Yeah, we, we do all the lawyering. I've got six lawyers and that's about all we 

do is law and order. Uh, legal malpractice, professional responsibility issues, 
representing lawyers and clients and grievance hearings and lawsuits and all of that. 
And helping lawyers and clients avoid problems when we can. But we work with these 
rules every day and, uh, some of it's in the firm. We're, um, involved heavily in the 
2011, uh, referendum, uh, loss. All these ... Uh, the propose rules then ... And I, I would 
make two observations, if I may offer general observations based on what we learned 
through that. One is, um ... Because I have a lot of clients who are large law firms, 
multi jurisdictional law firms and actually small law firms now that are more multi 
jurisdictional [inaudible 00:26:16] that, uh, have moved into California and New York 
as well, where there's law they can actually practice, um, in some instances. Um, but, 
the big ... One of the big objections in 2011 that I heard from my client base, the multi 
jurisdictional firms, is please stick to the model rules-
-as closely as possibly because every time we do a firm manual, every time we're 
trying to have our national ethics conferences for our own firm and deal with our 
carriers, we have to talk about the, the variations. Now, it's a little bit noble to have 
variations because Bob [Schuwerk 00:26:51] and I get hired, as you do, to explain-
-the variations sometimes, but, but seriously for the-
-and the clients as well who ultimately bear their transactional cost, I would strongly 
recommend that the committee adhere whenever possible to the model rule language 
and if you need to amplify or explain a Texas twist, do that in a proposed comment 
whenever possible. It just makes life a whole lot-
-easier and it reduces the costs of the rules. I would also, uh, echo mister, uh, Leon's, 
uh, comment. Um, I heard earlier this week that, uh ... From public citizen who I've 
represented at times that they were not, had not been contacted, um, uh, by the 
committee. And I know you have the statutory obligation that mister Leon mentioned 
and, um, when I was on the Supreme Court's grievance oversight committee we 
worked with CDC, um, to develop a list of local organizations throughout the state that 
the bar could educate the public through concerning the grievance procedure, the 
[inaudible 00:27:55] procedure, the fact that you can file a grievance. 

Um, and they had a pretty good list at the time and I would recommend that [crosstalk 
00:28:01] this committee acquire that list and, by email or otherwise, just 
communicate because the public interest groups, particularly public citizen, was active 
in 2011. I'm sure they will be now. And the sooner you get them in the loop and the 
sooner they get buy in or you have an opportunity to get their comments, the better to 
avoid later, later opposition. 
Um, I'm not gonna comment. I- I'll, I'll submit written comments on the, on the, uh, 
specific rules. On professor, uh, [Schuwerks's 00:28:30] comment I would amplify ... I 
think I looked at the rule. There is a ... In 1.16a you do have a mandatory. You do have 
a "shall" in there, but that's maintaining relationship. The 1.02g that you've pulled into 
1.16 [crosstalk 00:28:47] new rule, um, you do have ... A lawyer may do this, may do 
that. Um, and, and as I think the professor mentioned, we see that in the ABA model 
rules. The preamble to the Texas Rules, however, says, " The rules ... A rule's a reason, 
the rules define proper conduct, they are imperatives cast in terms of 'shall' or 'shall 
not'." 
Well, that rule, the way it's proposed now, the departs from that, um, and I think that's 
an important philosophical issue for your committee to address whether you wanna 
have suggestions in the rules, as opposed to the comments or ... Which is how we 
traditionally done that in Texas. I ... Whether you wanna leave the rules as rules of 
discipline, in terms of "shall", uh, and imperatives. 
I, I've talked over my two minutes or three minutes. I'll, I'll stop there, but [crosstalk 
00:29:39] will submit some, some detail comments, um, after this before your 
November, uh, w-, uh, your, uh ... November one deadline I think for written 
comments [crosstalk 00:29:48]
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First Name Last Name Comments
Carlos Leon First and foremost, for letting me speak at this public hearing. I'm a member of the 

public speaking for myself. For proposed Rule 1.05C9, "Published comments to specify 
to whom the lawyer may reveal confidential information to secure legal advice about 
the lawyer's compliance with these rules to close a potential loophole before it opens 
by intentionally limiting who is eligible to provide that legal advice to the inquiring 
lawyer. To minimize potential confidential information leakage, to maximally protect 
the lawyer, client and client's interests."
That legal advice provider should be required to not reveal to anyone else the 
confidential information revealed to him or her by the inquiring lawyer, amplifying 
consideration five from opinion number 673, issued by the Professional Ethics 
Committee for the State Bar of Texas, August 2018 in front of you now on record, 
handed out here at this meeting by me. In fact, not only do considerations one through 
four also appear applicable, but considerations two and three are critical when 
confidential information is electronically revealed and or discussed. 
Because the electronic communication can be seen, heard, and or altered, and or 
shared by others like the NSA, which electronically vacuums it all up all the time. 
Should Rule 1.05C9 be adopted? Published comments explicating all this upfront to 
avoid creating negative outcomes for lawyers and their clients. In Jesus name I pray, 
Amen. Thank you, Lord. God bless Texas, the United States of America constitutional 
law and truth, and above all, God's word. 
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda 
Rule 1.02. Scope and Objectives of Representation 
Rule 1.05 Confidentiality of Information 
Rule 1.16 Clients with Diminished Capacity 

Public Hearing – Transcript 

The Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR) was created by Government Code section 
81.0872 and is responsible for overseeing the initial process for proposing a disciplinary rule. The 
following is a transcript of the public hearing held on October 10, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. at the Texas Law 
Center. 

Claude Ducloux: 00:03 All right, uh, welcome whoever is on the line with us today. I 
would ask that if you are on the line try to mute yourself so we 
don't hear, uh, your background noise or your, you know, your 
legal assistant coming in to talk to you. Good morning, 
everyone. I'm Claude Ducloux and seated next to me is Amy 
Bresnan. We are the members of here, uh, for the committee 
for Disciplinary Rules and Referenda, which we nicknamed 
CDRR. Our chair, Lewis Kinard, and-and other CDRR members 
are participating by teleconference.  

Claude Ducloux: 00:33 Now and, uh, you might know, and for those of you who don't 
know, our committee was created by a new government code 
Section 81.072 to improve the disciplinary rule process. The 
committee is responsible for receiving, and analyzing, and 
recommending any disciplinary rule changes. Uh, today we are 
seeking your comments specific to our first batch of, uh, 
proposed rule changes and those are to the following. It's Rule 
102, uh, the Scope and Objectives of Representation. There's a 
minor change to that.  

Claude Ducloux: 01:06 Rule 105 on, uh, confidential, Confidentiality of Information. I 
know, uh, if you're here commenting you probably are aware of 
that. That's the rule that basically outlines those, uh, particular 
situations where a lawyer is allowed to divulge otherwise 
confidential information. And we have a spe-specific proposal 
that allows a lawyer now to seek ethics advice from another 
lawyer and to divulge information for that purpose. And Rule 
116 and that deals ... 1.16 and that deals with clients with 
diminished capacity.  

Claude Ducloux: 01:40 Now as part of this new process we have a fairly open and 
precise path to-to a process to follow, which allows lawyers and 
the public to comment. So in following that new procedure the-
the committee published these, uh, proposed rule changes in 
the Texas Bar Journal and in the Texas Register, uh, and the 
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committee will accept comments from you and from anyone 
through November 1st of 2018. And comments can be 
submitted at texasbar.com/CDRR. I'll say that two more times. 
You can submit comments online at texasbar.com/CDRR, 
texasbar.com/CDRR. 

Claude Ducloux: 02:22 And, uh, if you wish to comment, uh, please fill here today, fill 
out please one of these blue cards and hand it up here to-to 
Amy and myself so we can call on-on you, uh, uh, specifically. 
Uh, and each speaker I-I don't we think we have a lot of 
speakers so we'll probably be a little more liberal than, uh, we 
didn't know what to expect. Uh, let me say we're all sort of here 
on a first date, uh, under the new statutes.  

Claude Ducloux: 02:49 So I'll assure you though that the committee has met every 
single month and we've been working hard every single month 
to try to do what we collect-collectively believe will be, uh, in 
the interest of modernizing the rules to make them easier to 
understand, and to assist the profession and the public while 
protecting the integrity of the practice of law. And with that, I 
will open the meeting. What I'd like to do. I have one comment, 
uh, about ... do I have anyone that would like to comment on 
the Rule 102, the Scope and Objectives of Representation? 

Claude Ducloux: 03:26 I only have one card so far and that's a different rule. I wanted 
to sort of see if it was an easy part of the process to-to do these 
in-in order. So if anybody would like to-to do that, that's, uh, 
fine. You know, so I don't have any comments. Mr. Kinard, we 
don't have any comments on that. All right, let's go to, uh, Rule 
105. That's the situations where lawyers can divulge, uh, in-in 
certain circumstances confidential information.  

Claude Ducloux: 03:57 You should have that, uh, before you, uh, and that basically says 
that in addition to those situations, uh, that a lawyer is allowed, 
that we can also divulge confidential information specifically for 
the lawyer to obtain ethics advice from an ethics attorney. And 
that seems like what we've always done anyway. I-I-I think that, 
I think Jack Herring is here and-and I both probably get three, or 
four, or 10 maybe, maybe he gets 10 calls a week from people 
saying, “Here's a situation." And of course, we always treat that 
as confidential information.  

Claude Ducloux: 04:32 But it was nice to have this opportunity to clarify that rule 
saying, “Yeah, that's a specific exception also to go get ethics 
advice.” And of course you follow the rest of the rule and it says 
you can't divulge more than is necessary, and you have to pull 
back other things that have been instructed to you, uh, by your 
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client, but that's an exception. Uh, do I have any other 
comments on that rule? Well, I don't so I'm ... yes, go ahead.  

Bob Schuwerk: 04:59 Yeah, I'm Marty. I just wanted to know whether your committee 
is rationing in comments as they change these rules and explain 
how they work?  

Claude Ducloux: 05:07 Yes, we will be but the-the comments, uh, as we understand. 
And again, this is a new process. Uh, we believe the comments 
have to be sent to the Supreme Court. I will give you an 
example, though, for example. Now that Texas has statutes, uh, 
governing the disclosure of, uh, child abuse. When a lawyer has, 
uh, reliable knowledge of child abuse or elder abuse, there is a 
duty to disclose that. Well, we talked about putting that into a 
rule and then when we read all of the-the, uh, parameters for 
actually drafting rules, it appeared to us that that should be 
clarified in a comment.  

Claude Ducloux: 05:45 So to say the lawyers' duty to disclose includes a legal and a-a 
duty if required by law to disclose that just clarifies for the 
lawyer that yes, you have the same duty. Of course, you have 
that underlying duty that you can't reveal more than is 
necessary. But we're going to clarify with three proposed 
comments to Rule 105 that there is a legal duty if you're, uh, if 
you're state or, uh -  

Bob Schuwerk: 06:09 And those will eventually be circulated as the rules then?  

Claude Ducloux: 06:13 Well, they're going to be available to see online, but I think 
those go to the court, uh, to enact comments. We have big ... 
uh, it's a great question because we had a big discussion during 
one of our meetings about well, do we try to pass, uh, 
comments as rules? And, uh, with all the best information and 
briefing we could do, we decided that no, we have to suggest 
comments to the court as a clarification rather than try and 
enact comments, because those are not part of the rules. Okay. 
So but yes.  

Claude Ducloux: 06:46 The-the comments ... each one of these rules that there's 
usually at least a corresponding comment in one of the 
numbered comments under the rule that tries to clarify why- 
why that was added. This additionally clarifies that a lawyer has 
the right to receive, you know, ethics advice under 
confidentiality to make sure that he or she is pursuing the 
ethical path in representing this client. So that-that's what we'll 
have to. Uh, that of course, is a big rule of-of discussion. All 
right.  
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Claude Ducloux: 07:20 Now I think we're-we're down to then the-the 116 ... I'm sorry. 

Claude Ducloux: 07:26 I'm sorry, yes. Carlos Leon. You can come over here if you want 
so that ... we can all hear you from there but I think if we're 
going to be making record, maybe you ought to use the 
microphone.  

Carlos Leon: 07:37 Okay.  

Claude Ducloux: 07:38 You wanted to talk first about, uh, Rule 105 and then I-I know 
you had another comment just simply about this procedure, 
and we'll hold onto-to that for a second.  

Carlos Leon: 07:47 You got it, sir. So with Carlos Leon in Austin, Texas October 10, 
2018 to speak what's right.  

Claude Ducloux: 07:57 Yeah. 

Carlos Leon: 07:58 First and foremost, for letting me speak at this public hearing. 
I'm a member of the public speaking for myself. For proposed 
Rule 1.05C9, "Published comments to specify to whom the 
lawyer may reveal confidential information to secure legal 
advice about the lawyer's compliance with these rules to close a 
potential loophole before it opens by intentionally limiting who 
is eligible to provide that legal advice to the inquiring lawyer. To 
minimize potential confidential information leakage, to 
maximally protect the lawyer, client and client's interests." 

Carlos Leon: 08:44 That legal advice provider should be required to not reveal to 
anyone else the confidential information revealed to him or her 
by the inquiring lawyer, amplifying consideration five from 
opinion number 673, issued by the Professional Ethics 
Committee for the State Bar of Texas, August 2018 in front of 
you now on record, handed out here at this meeting by me. In 
fact, not only do considerations one through four also appear 
applicable, but considerations two and three are critical when 
confidential information is electronically revealed and or 
discussed.  

Carlos Leon: 09:32 Because the electronic communication can be seen, heard, and 
or altered, and or shared by others like the NSA, which 
electronically vacuums it all up all the time. Should Rule 1.05C9 
be adopted? Published comments explicating all this upfront to 
avoid creating negative outcomes for lawyers and their clients. 
In Jesus name I pray, Amen. Thank you, Lord. God bless Texas, 
the United States of America constitutional law and truth, and 
above all, God's word.  
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Claude Ducloux: 10:16 Thank you very much and I know one of the things that we are 
addressing, because I think of your concerns was cyber security 
and that is another area that we are looking at, uh, at least 
adding additional comments that lawyers have to keep up with, 
uh, the latest technology and the details of preserving all 
confidential information when using digital methods of 
communication. So your-your words are well taken, and well 
spoken, and I appreciate your being here. Uh, because let's have 
... does anybody else, did anybody fill out a blue card or would 
you like to make a comment? We, I think we have time if 
somebody would like to make a comment.  

Claude Ducloux: 11:01 I know that, uh, I did receive some comments, uh, saying that 
in-in our, uh, descriptions we, uh, varied from the, uh, model 
rule of the ABA by not including the word, uh, and appointment 
of a guardian and instead we added the phrase, "Or submission 
of an information to ... submitting an information with 
jurisdiction to initiate a guardianship, uh, proceedings for the 
client." And we did that in contemplation that the way the 
Texas probate, uh, system works.  

Claude Ducloux: 11:34 And, uh, also a-a concern, a maximum concern that not put a 
lawyer in a position where he or she would be deciding on a 
guardianship him or herself. So we-we think that we made a 
good choice. That was I think the one, uh, diversion from the 
ABA model rule that we made in this and we, uh, took it under a 
great consideration. I do appreciate very much, and I welcome 
those people who commented because.  

PART 1 OF 3 ENDS [00:12:04] 

Claude Ducloux: 12:00 Appreciate very much, and I welcome those people who 
commented because, as they were telling us, its easier to pass 
these rules if you're saying are model rules. But we think we 
have an obligation to endure that they, uh, meet, uh the 
mandates of Texas law and consider other things that are 
happening in the law.  

Claude Ducloux: 12:18 Um, there is also, I will say there are also, if, unless anybody has 
any comments, there is also a comment uh on that, that the 
model rule says, uh, "You- in- in subsection C, that the law is 
allowed to re- to reveal, uh, to the extent, re- reasonably 
necessary." Well we clarified that to say, "under whose 
standard? What the lawyer knows?" So we said that the lawyer 
reasonably believes is necessary, because you have to examine 
what's in the lawyer's knowledge when he's doing that. 
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Claude Ducloux: 12:50 For example, it might be typical in a case, and I'm making up this 
example, I'm not speaking on behalf of the committee, I'm just 
saying it would be- if you believe your client is declining, your 
first obligation might be to tell that lawyer's spouse. But if the 
lawyer's acknowledged that there is some conflict going on 
between this spouse, you might say, "I need to reveal this 
outside of that." 

Claude Ducloux: 13:12 So, it's- you can do that to what you reasonable believe is the 
best way to transmit that information. That was the purpose of 
clarifying it's what that- what that is. Even though it's a minor 
variance from the, uh, model rule. Uh, I'm- I'm, now, I- There 
was one more Mr. Carlos, you had a comment about, it less 
there- I don't have any more blue cards so, I want to address, 
you additionally had some comments about process that you 
wanted to, and you filled out a blue card and I think you have a 
minute left, so you can go ahead, or you can just- we'll allow 
you what you- the time you need to do that.  

Carlos Leon 13:46 Oh, yeah I would appreciate that. 

Claude Ducloux: 13:47 Sure. 

Carlos Leon 13:48 I'll go back over there. 

Claude Ducloux: 13:49 That's fine. Thank you.  

Carlos Leon 13:50 I might need a little more than 3 minutes 'cause I'm gonna ask 
'em to put your web page on the screen for all of us to view, 
and that's what- will give the actual call number.  

Claude Ducloux: 13:58 I don't think we can do that this miring, but go ahead. I'm- I'm 
happy to tell you your- 

Carlos Leon 14:02 Oh, we can't do that? I appreciate you letting me know.  

Claude Ducloux: 14:03 Sure.  

Carlos Leon 14:06 Okay. So according to the September 2018 Texas Law journal, 
page 622, in front you of you, its on the other side of my hand 
out. You said, quote, "Pursuing to government codes section 
81.076, the committee publishes the following proposed rules." 
That's false. Because it's actually pursuant to government code 
section 81. 0876. 
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Carlos Leon 14:33 Two sentences later, you said, quote, "Comments can be 
submitted at texlaw.com/cdrr." Really? Where and how on the 
webpage do you expect that to happen? 

Claude Ducloux: 14:44 Right.  

Carlos Leon 14:45 I'd say put it on screen but I know we can't do that, so I'll just 
continue.  

Carlos Leon 14:48 Further, there's no announcement of this public hearing on your 
webpage or on the state bar of Texas Event calender or list. All 
of that directly contradicts government code 81.0876a4, which 
says, "This committee shall 'make all reasonable efforts to solicit 
comments from different geographic regions in this state, not 
attorney members of the public, and members of the state bar' 
not following that statue negatively affects 81.0876c and e." 
Which say, quote, "The committee shall give interested parties 
at least 30 days from the date the proposed disciplinary rule is 
published, to submit comments on the rule to the committee." 
End that quote. On conclusion of the comment period described 
by sub-section C, the committee may amend the proposed 
disciplinary rule, in response to the comments. End quote.  

Carlos Leon 15:40 Therefore, I respectfully suggest you immediately take the 
following action. First of all, fix these mistakes. Second, uh, next 
to the announcement, or first of all, put this announcement on 
your actual webpage, the CDRR website page. Then second, 
next to the announcement, create 2 hyperlinks. One to the text 
of the proposed rule changes, as printed on pages 622 and 623, 
and one to a specific comment box for visitors to type or attach 
comments on the proposed rule changes that you are required 
by law to make all reasonable efforts to solicit. Lastly, someone 
needs to be assigned the responsibility to make sure these tasks 
get done right now, and from now on. For future proposed rule 
charges or be held accountable if not. 

Claude Ducloux: 16:37 Thank you. 

Claude Ducloux: 16:38 Thank you very much, those were excellent suggestions and 
indeed, as I said this is our first public hearing, it's our first 
publication, I think we can do and we will do a better job in 
publishing this to all the stakeholders and people who would 
like to have, uh, input on that. And I appreciate that you 
brought that to our attention.  

Claude Ducloux: 16:56 Uh, I'm not sure since I don't have the statute on me, I think, it- 
that should probably be 0872etC. Which means and the 
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sequential provisions after that. But we'll look at that and make 
sure that we accurately, and I think that's an excellent idea. I 
think it's- people would love to just be able to say, "I can go 
here, look at the rule, and have make a comment," And- and 
then we can have those. Those are excellent ideas and I hope 
that our IT people could make that- that happen. 'Cause it's a- 
it's a great idea Carlos. And, again, this is a- a great benefit 
you've done by being at our meeting this morning.  

Carlos Leon 17:31 Thanks for hearing and considering.  

Claude Ducloux: 17:35 Okay. Um, and of course, if anybody has any comments to any 
of these rules, or wants to discuss them further, we have time. 
And, uh, yes. 

Michelle Jordan: 17:43 We need a blue card 

Claude Ducloux: 17:43 What? 

Michelle Jordan: 17:45 We need a blue card 

Claude Ducloux: 17:46 Oh we- 

Bob Schuwerk 17:46 Um, yeah [inaudible 00:17:49].  

Claude Ducloux: 17:49 Would you- would you fill out a blue card, so we can keep a 
record of that? 

Bob Schuwerk 17:53 I'll fill that out [crosstalk 00:17:57] and hand it up to you.  

Bob Schuwerk 17:59 Uh, good miring, my name is Bob Schuwerk for those of you 
who don't know me. Was on the- 

Claude Ducloux: 18:03 Welcome, Professor Schuwerk. 

Bob Schuwerk 18:05 Thank you. On the rules committee for some years, as you 
know. Um, my question is, really about the 102 and 116 change. 
Um, the- the rule 1.16 as I read it, uh, it requires nothing of 
lawyers.  

Claude Ducloux: 18:22 Mm-hmm (affirmative) 

Bob Schuwerk 18:23 I mean, it- it vests complete discretion to do or not to do, in 
various things. And, so I- I kinda wonder why it isn't a comment. 
Uh, rather than a rule. I didn't- for years we more or less, with 
very rare exceptions, follow the- the idea that, if we weren't 
willing to tell lawyers they had to do something or they could 
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not do something, it did- it wasn't a rule, but rather it was a 
comment. 

Bob Schuwerk 18:51 Um, course, if you eliminate paragraph G, it would- there's 
nothing for it to be a comment too. Because there's nothing left 
anywhere in the rules that talks about the particular issues that 
are addressed in rule 1.16. So I was just curious as to whether 
this a one and done, that was seen as a special need to give 
lawyers more guidance in this area, so we're gonna break the 
general rule of, the rules actually imposing obligations, or, on 
lawyers, or whether this is a more general change in philosophy 
in rule drafting. 

Claude Ducloux: 19:35 I don't think it's a general change in philosophy at all. I think uh, 
we've been- we've tried to be careful in reading those and- and 
that why, for example, in my clarification, it was pointed out 
that that shouldn't be in a rule, it should be in a comment. And 
so we are- we are concentrating a lot on the comments to 
clarify those things. I- Is it your position that the rule doesn't 
require anything? Is that what it- it is? 

Bob Schuwerk 19:57 Yeah, so, it looks- maybe I read it too hastily- 

Claude Ducloux: 20:00 In other words it looks too much like a comment. 

Bob Schuwerk 20:01 But as I read rule 1.16 It offers lawyers suggestions on how they 
might wish to proceed. Gives them the freedom to proceed. 
Um, but does not tell them to do anything. Uh, and- and my 
concern with things like that is that, if nothing forbade a lawyer 
to do those things, until now, rule 1.16 is not necessary as aa 
disciplinary rule. 

Claude Ducloux: 20:34 Well- 

Bob Schuwerk 20:35 I- I have no quarrel by the way, with the substance of rule 1.16, I 
mean, I- I'm not saying that those suggestions to lawyers are 
misguided or inappropriate at all, it's just that they don't seem 
to me to be rule material. 

Claude Ducloux: 20:49 Okay. I- I understand that we do have those debates all the time 
and I appreciate those comments. 

Bob Schuwerk 20:54 Sure.  

Claude Ducloux: 20:57 Thanks very much. Thank you for making the effort to appear, 
Professor.  
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Bob Schuwerk 21:04 That's alright. [inaudible 00:21:05] [laughter] 

Claude Ducloux: 21:06 Okay. Uh, anybody else, uh, want to make a comment? Yeah. 
Hi.  

Claude Ducloux: 21:13 Can I have your blue cards so I can have it for the record? 

Holly Taylor: 21:18 I mean, I could give you my card or I could just give you my 
name? I'm an attorney. 

Claude Ducloux: 21:21 Okay, yeah I think- 

Michelle Jordan: 21:22 You need a blue card.  

Claude Ducloux: 21:22 We- Pardon? 

Michelle Jordan: 21:22 You need a blue card. 

Claude Ducloux: 21:25 Yeah, we- we, unfortunately, under the statute I think we need 
to keep a record. 

Audience Member 21:28 Well, the concern we had was that, she's an attorney, I'm in a 
judge run courtroom, and she's an attorney in our court, and so, 
I guess [inaudible 00:21:38]. 

Claude Ducloux: 21:39 Oh, I- I think everybody- all I know is what I'm told to do, and 
that's everybody's suppose to, you know, file a blue card.  

Holly Taylor: 21:46 I'm on the rules committee for our court, hence how we- we 
knew you [inaudible 00:21:49]. 

Claude Ducloux: 21:48 Thank you. Again, this is our- the first hearing, I'm- I'm gonna 
follow the rules. Just gonna [laughter]. Thank you. Yes, please.  

Holly Taylor: 21:58 Hi, my names Holly Taylor, I'm the rules attorney for the court 
of criminal appeals.  

Claude Ducloux: 22:01 Thank you very much.  

Holly Taylor: 22:02 And I mainly just have a few questions. 

Claude Ducloux: 22:04 Sure. 

Holly Taylor: 22:04 So, my first question is, are there any people who are criminal 
law practitioners on your committee? 
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Claude Ducloux: 22:11 Yes. Uh, and- and in fact, uh Rick Hagen's on the committee and 
you will see an up coming- Uh, hello? Are you there? Rick? 

Rick Hagen: 22:21 Yes I'm here. 

Claude Ducloux: 22:21 Okay, so he's on the court. 

Holly Taylor: 22:22 Right.  

Claude Ducloux: 22:22 And he is a- a very viable and outspoken voice on thing that 
need to be done for the criminal lawyers. 

Holly Taylor: 22:29 Okay. And is the term diminished capacity defined in the rules 
anywhere? 

Claude Ducloux: 22:35 I am not sure. [laughter] 

Holly Taylor: 22:36 Okay.  

Claude Ducloux: 22:40 I- I don't think so. 

Holly Taylor: 22:41 That- That's something that has some concern to us. There are 
very specific, uh, criminal law statutes. I haven't had that much 
time to look at it to be honest, I saw this posting yesterday, so 
[laughter]. Um. I- There are very specific criminal law statutes 
having to do with what a, uh, criminal defense attorney needs 
to do, when they have, and what a judge needs to do when they 
have concerns about the capacity of- of the attorney's client. 
And so, I- I just, I'm just wondering whether the committee has 
considered, uh, the interaction between those code of criminal 
procedures statutes and this rule, the new rule proposed. 

Claude Ducloux: 23:21 Uh, well I can tell you, nothing in our rules obviates the Texas 
estate's code, the- any other rules, uh, that it does, that are 
applicable to the definition to diminished capacity. Uh, this of 
course, is- deals with the ethical obligations when you sense 
that there is. But I- I think the lawyers under the duty to observe 
diminished capacity, under the guides of the laws that would be 
applicable to that situation. If its criminal defendants, certainly 
if- If they're criminal definitions that would be it if it's a probate 
situation, you'd probably look to the- he or she would probably 
look to the estates code.  

Holly Taylor: 23:58 Sure. I guess- The thing that caught our eye was 1.16, sub-
section C 

PART 2 OF 3 ENDS [00:24:04] 
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Holly Taylor: 24:00 -that caught our eye was 1.16 subsection C. 

Claude Ducloux: 24:04 Yes. 

Holly Taylor: 24:04 Which, uh, when taking protective action pursuant to 
subsection B, the lawyer may disclose the client's confidential 
information to the extent the lawyer resonabl- l- reasonably 
believes is necessary to protect the client's interest. We just had 
some concerns 'cause it seems like some pretty broad language, 
especially given that the term "diminish capacity" is not defined. 
Uh ... 

Holly Taylor: 24:27 W- well, but, um, under the comments th- I- I- it makes it ... 
Again, as professor [Schuwerk 00:24:32] were saying, there's 
lost of comments say, "No, your, your duty is to, a- as little as 
possible to accomplish that task and protect the client." You 
don't go back 20 years, you don't say that, you know ... You 
have to judge the minimal information that would allow you to 
comply with this, so I'm sorry that all the rules aren't, uh, all- 
aren't available. All the comments aren't.  

Claude Ducloux: 24:55 But yes, we're- ... That what- that's what we're trying to do with 
those comments.  

Holly Taylor: 24:59 Okay. Thank you. 

Claude Ducloux: 25:00 Thank you very much for your comment. Thank you for being 
here, judge. [inaudible 00:25:03] we have a judge on the court 
of criminal appeals here today. Thank you, I appreciate that. Uh, 
u- uh, Chuck, did you have a comment or something like that? 

Charles Herring: 25:12 Well, wasn't going to, but the Bob said something [inaudible 
00:25:15]  

Claude Ducloux: 25:12 Alright.  

Charles Herring: 25:16 And we get a- 

Claude Ducloux: 25:16 Can't let, uh, uh, professor [Schuwerk 00:25:18] [crosstalk 
00:25:18] speak. Pardon ... Yeah, he's gonna fill out a card. He, 
he, he promises to fill out a card.  

Charles Herring: 25:23 Uh, first of all, thank you for doing this. It's a lot of work. 

Claude Ducloux: 25:27 [crosstalk 00:25:27] The imminent, uh, Charles Herring.  
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Charles Herring: 25:29 And uh ... Yeah, we, we do all the lawyering. I've got six lawyers 
and that's about all we do is law and order. Uh, legal 
malpractice, professional responsibility issues, representing 
lawyers and clients and grievance hearings and lawsuits and all 
of that. And helping lawyers and clients avoid problems when 
we can. But we work with these rules every day and, uh, some 
of it's in the firm. We're, um, involved heavily in the 2011, uh, 
referendum, uh, loss. All these ... Uh, the propose rules then ... 
And I, I would make two observations, if I may offer general 
observations based on what we learned through that. One is, 
um ... Because I have a lot of clients who are large law firms, 
multi jurisdictional law firms and actually small law firms now 
that are more multi jurisdictional [inaudible 00:26:16] that, uh, 
have moved into California and New York as well, where there's 
law they can actually practice, um, in some instances. Um, but, 
the big ... One of the big objections in 2011 that I heard from my 
client base, the multi jurisdictional firms, is please stick to the 
model rules- 

Claude Ducloux: 26:34 Whenever possible [crosstalk 00:26:35] 

Charles Herring: 26:35 -as closely as possibly because every time we do a firm manual, 
every time we're trying to have our national ethics conferences 
for our own firm and deal with our carriers, we have to talk 
about the, the variations. Now, it's a little bit noble to have 
variations because Bob [Schuwerk 00:26:51] and I get hired, as 
you do, to explain- 

Claude Ducloux: 26:53 Yeah. 

Charles Herring: 26:53 -the variations sometimes, but, but seriously for the- 

Claude Ducloux: 26:56 (laughs) 

Charles Herring: 26:57 -and the clients as well who ultimately bear their transactional 
cost, I would strongly recommend that the committee adhere 
whenever possible to the model rule language and if you need 
to amplify or explain a Texas twist, do that in a proposed 
comment whenever possible. It just makes life a whole lot- 

Charles Herring: 27:15 -easier and it reduces the costs of the rules. I would also, uh, 
echo mister, uh, Leon's, uh, comment. Um, I heard earlier this 
week that, uh ... From public citizen who I've represented at 
times that they were not, had not been contacted, um, uh, by 
the committee. And I know you have the statutory obligation 
that mister Leon mentioned and, um, when I was on the 
Supreme Court's grievance oversight committee we worked 
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with CDC, um, to develop a list of local organizations throughout 
the state that the bar could educate the public through 
concerning the grievance procedure, the [inaudible 00:27:55] 
procedure, the fact that you can file a grievance.  

Charles Herring: 27:57 Um, and they had a pretty good list at the time and I would 
recommend that [crosstalk 00:28:01] this committee acquire 
that list and, by email or otherwise, just communicate because 
the public interest groups, particularly public citizen, was active 
in 2011. I'm sure they will be now. And the sooner you get them 
in the loop and the sooner they get buy in or you have an 
opportunity to get their comments, the better to avoid later, 
later opposition.  

Charles Herring: 28:21 Um, I'm not gonna comment. I- I'll, I'll submit written comments 
on the, on the, uh, specific rules. On professor, uh, [Schuwerks's 
00:28:30] comment I would amplify ... I think I looked at the 
rule. There is a ... In 1.16a you do have a mandatory. You do 
have a "shall" in there, but that's maintaining relationship. The 
1.02g that you've pulled into 1.16 [crosstalk 00:28:47] new rule, 
um, you do have ... A lawyer may do this, may do that. Um, and, 
and as I think the professor mentioned, we see that in the ABA 
model rules. The preamble to the Texas Rules, however, says, " 
The rules ... A rule's a reason, the rules define proper conduct, 
they are imperatives cast in terms of 'shall' or 'shall not'."  

Charles Herring: 29:11 Well, that rule, the way it's proposed now, the departs from 
that, um, and I think that's an important philosophical issue for 
your committee to address whether you wanna have 
suggestions in the rules, as opposed to the comments or ... 
Which is how we traditionally done that in Texas. I ... Whether 
you wanna leave the rules as rules of discipline, in terms of 
"shall", uh, and imperatives.  

Charles Herring: 29:35 I, I've talked over my two minutes or three minutes. I'll, I'll stop 
there, but [crosstalk 00:29:39] will submit some, some detail 
comments, um, after this before your November, uh, w-, uh, 
your, uh ... November one deadline I think for written 
comments [crosstalk 00:29:48] 

Claude Ducloux: 29:48 Thank you. Well, we need to hear from, uh, all of you lawyers 
who practice in the area of legal ethics. It's very important 
input. Um [crosstalk 00:29:57] 

Charles Herring: 29:57 Probably you don't. Probably you don't.  

Claude Ducloux: 29:59 [crosstalk 00:29:59] I know you're, I know you're teasing.  
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Charles Herring: 30:01 Yeah, the other ... Following up on that, the other thing that we 
found in the referendum, at the end we had groups like the 
criminal defense lawyers who were very upset, you haven't 
talked to us about this and you're proposing that rule, the [plies 
00:30:14] lawyers. Now, in the real world, regular human beings 
don't ever wanna hear about these rules and regular lawyers 
don't. But sometimes they have to. 

Claude Ducloux: 30:23 Right. 

Charles Herring: 30:23 And to avoid opposition, and avoid ... 'Cause you're not just 
writing a rule, you're writing an election ballet proposition. And 
the legacy you have inherited is a, uh, 80% defeat the last time 
on, on basically identical rules you're proposing right now, uh, 
for the two, uh, as far as you've gotten. Um, you've gotta do 
something different. You've gotta get more buy-in I think, more 
outreach, uh, or else, uh, people are gonna say, "You're just 
selling the same goods that the buyers rejected overwhelmingly 
last time." You will hear that- 

Claude Ducloux: 30:57 Yeah. 

Charles Herring: 30:58 -if you get contested rules. And so, the more you get buy-in, the 
more you get participation I think the better. It's hard to do, but 
[crosstalk 00:31:04] 

Claude Ducloux: 31:04 Well, it's, uh ... You know what, l- let me just make one r- 
[inaudible 00:31:07] and that is simply we spend so many hours 
looking at these and, uh, sometimes there are rules are, are in 
the public and in the lawyer's best interest. Even if they were 
defeated under that process last time, they, uh, you know with 
better explanations and, uh ... But we're hopeful that we're, 
we're trying. Really, everyone on this committee is motivated to 
do what we really think is in the best and we're, we're aware of 
that history. We're aware of the history of referendu- and we 
will move forward. 

Claude Ducloux: 31:39 But your comments are extremely well taken, they are noted 
and we, we wanna make a better, uh, process [crosstalk 
00:31:47] 

Charles Herring: 31:47 -res- respond very briefly if I might. 

Claude Ducloux: 31:48 Yeah. 

Charles Herring: 31:48 Uh, one of the benefits you have, one of the advantages you 
have, and, as professor [schuwerk 00:31:53], uh, and I both 
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commented after the, the debacle in 2011, um, the way the 
proposals were packaged in five or six general propositions ... 
You had controversial rules lumped in with rules [crosstalk 
00:32:07] 

Claude Ducloux: 32:07 Exactly. We're aware of that. 

Charles Herring: 32:08 And you now have the advantage. And we work with Senator 
Watson to make sure that this would be true, that there is a 
separate vote on every rule. And so, your ... You don't have 
that, uh, detriment.  

Claude Ducloux: 32:18 Right, right. 

Charles Herring: 32:18 And I think that's a great freedom- 

Claude Ducloux: 32:20 [crosstalk 00:32:20] with all that, that whole rule package if you 
hated one rule you voted everything down [crosstalk 00:32:24] 
Everything was thrown out. There was great stuff in there that 
never made it because- 

Charles Herring: 32:27 That was a great way not to do it and- 

Claude Ducloux: 32:29 Right. 

Charles Herring: 32:29 -and you're not handicapped by that fortunately. 

Claude Ducloux: 32:31 Right. Thank you very much- 

Charles Herring: 32:32 Thank you. 

Claude Ducloux: 32:33 -uh, Mr. Herring. I appreciate your appearance. Uh, does 
anyone else have any, uh, additional comments here? Thank 
you all then for your, uh, attendance at our first meeting, again. 
As I say, we're on our first date here trying to w- w- work this 
process with you. I think we'll t- we'll continue to improve it and 
we'll tr- continue to make every effort to make, uh, uh, 
comments more accessible and easily, uh, made to future, uh, 
rules. We do anticipate you're gonna see some more rules 
coming out in the, uh, in the d- in December bar journal that's 
going to streamline some of our a- advertising procedures that 
are the, the subject of, of a great amount of, uh, problem for a 
lot of lawyers, so controversy is, is, uh, the nicest word, uh, that 
I can say.  

Claude Ducloux: 33:20 So, thank you all very much. All of the comments were just 
wonderful. I, I am just honored to, to be here, uh, to preside 
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today in the absence of Mr. Kinard, uh, Lewis. Are you still 
there? 

Lewis Kinard: 33:32 Yes, hi. Thank you, Claude for handling this. I very much 
appreciate it. [inaudible 00:33:37] today.  

Claude Ducloux: 33:37 Okay. Thank you very much. And with that, I think we'll, we'll 
close the hearing and, you know ... I don't wanna say fire up the 
margaritas or [inaudible 00:33:47] (crowd laughs) 

Claude Ducloux: 33:46 Than- (laughs) Thank you very much. We're adjourned.  

Lewis Kinard: 33:50 Thank you. 

Charles Herring: 33:50 Thank you. 

PART 3 OF 3 ENDS [00:33:57] 
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